In this paper, we present an algorithm for the reduction to block upper-Hessenberg form which can be used to solve the nonsymmetric eigenvalue problem on message-passing multicomputers. On such m ulticomputers, a nonsymmetric matrix can be distributed across processing nodes con gured into a network of two-dimensional mesh processor array using a block-scattered decomposition. Based on the matrix partitioning and mapping, the algorithm employs both Householder re ectors and Givens rotations within each reduction step.
Introduction
We present an algorithm for reducing an n n nonsymmetric matrix to block upper-Hessenberg form in preparation for solving the nonsymmetric eigenvalue problem using orthogonal transformations on message-passing multicomputers. On sequential machines, similarity transformations are typically used to reduce an n n nonsymmetric matrix A to upper-Hessenberg form so that the QR algorithm can be applied to the n n upper-Hessenberg matrix H and thereby compute the eigenvalues of A. T w o t ypes of similarity transformations are available for the reduction. The rst type uses orthogonal or unitary factorizations based on re ectors or rotations, and the second type uses nonorthogonal or nonunitary factorization based on Gaussian elimination i.e. elementary re ectors. Although the rst type costs twice as much as the second type, orthogonal or unitary transformations are more commonly used because they guarantee stability.
The reduction of an n n real matrix to upper-Hessenberg form using orthogonal similarity transformations is formalized as where A is an n n real nonsymmetric matrix, Q is an orthogonal matrix and Q T Q = I, and H is an upper-Hessenberg matrix. We note that Q is a product of the n , 2 orthogonal matrices Q 1 ; Q 2 ; : : : ; Q n , 2 computed through the n , 2 steps of an orthogonal factorization. where each H ij is a b b dense matrix and Q = Q 1 : : : Q N , 1 with each Q k in WY form. Note that H i+1;i , the subdiagonal blocks of H are upper triangular so that the matrix H has lower bandwidth b. In computing the nonsymmetric eigensystem associated with A, the original matrix A must also be postmultiplied by the orthogonal matrix, Q k .
Two s c hemes are available for orthogonal factorizations: Householder re ectors and Givens rotations. Householder re ectors involve half the number of arithmetic operations as do Givens rotations 9 . On traditional sequential machines, therefore, where the cost of a oating-point operation dominates the cost of a memory reference, Householder-based algorithms are generally preferred. Several sequential algorithms have been developed for the reduction of a general dense matrix to upper-Hessenberg form. For example, one can use DGEHRD from LAPACK 5 . Since block methods on high-performance computers improve processing e ciency by grouping memory references, DGEHRD is implemented using block Householder re ectors.
On a parallel machine where memory access times may dominate op times, Givens algorithms may be preferable. In 4 , for example, it was shown that on the Denelcor HEP a shared-memory multiprocessor, Givens algorithms were twice as fast as Householder algorithms see also 2 .
Dongarra and Ostrouchov h a v e also developed a parallel algorithm for reducing a matrix to upperHessenberg form on distributed-memory multiprocessors 3 ; the implementation in LAPACK is discussed by Dongarra and van de Geijn in 7 . In 1989, Pothen and Raghavan 10 showed that a h ybrid algorithm could take advantage of both low-cost arithmetic operations of Householder algorithm and low-cost communication costs of Givens algorithms.
In this paper, we design and implement a parallel algorithm for message-passing multicomputers, in which processors are easily recon gured into a p q mesh-connected processor array. Our approach a c hieves processing e ciency by partitioning a general dense matrix into block submatrices and distributing the blocks among processors in block-scattered fashion to exploit the nature of row-oriented and column-oriented computations. It then applies QR factorizations based on Householder re ectors and Givens rotations for all o -diagonal blocks at each reduction step. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss our parallel algorithm for the reduction to block upper-Hessenberg form. We present a communication model for message-passing multicomputers, and discuss matrix partitioning and mapping of the data using such a model. In Section 3, two di erent implementations of our parallel algorithm on some message-passing multicomputers are presented. Section 4 discusses the arithmetic and communication complexities of the algorithm. Section 5 presents the performance results of experiments with two implementations on the Intel iPSC 860 hypercube and the Intel Touchstone DELTA mesh multicomputers. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 discuss the communications complexities and suggest areas for enhancing the new parallel algorithm.
The Parallel Algorithm
In this section, we describe a general communication topology and the details of our parallel algorithm. We also show h o w the original matrix is partitioned and mapped onto processors of message-passing multicomputers. The speci c details of the algorithm are discussed in Section 2.3.
Communication Topology
We assume that processing nodes of message-passing multicomputers can easily be recon gured into a network of a two-dimensional mesh, or a processor grid. Assume the processor grid has p processors in each r o w and q processors in each column, and that neighboring processors in the grid may o r m a y not be physically connected. For example, in hypercube architectures, a subcube can be recon gured into a processor grid, but it has di erent connections between the neighboring processors. Figure 1a show s a t ypical processor grid as a mesh-connected processor array, and Figure 1b that a " represents a processing node and that each p h ysical connection is represented by a solid line.
In our algorithm, each i n termediate transformation matrix computed to reduce a block m ust be broadcast to all processors on the corresponding row and column to update the remaining blocks of the original matrix at each reduction step. This broadcasting strategy totally depends upon the network of message-passing multicomputers, and therefore has a great e ect on the performance of our algorithm.
Two general message-passing methods can be used to update the rest of the matrix A: oneto-one broadcasting in pipelined fashion and one-to-many broadcasting. Figure 2 shows those broadcasting methods. For convenience, we use P i;j to denote the processor in the i; j position of the processor grid, and P i; and P ;j to denote the processors assigned to the ith row and jth column of the grid. In one-to-one broadcasting, the processor being reduced rst sends a message to the next row processor, P i;j+1 and then sends it to the processor P i;j+2 , etc. As soon as the diagonal processor, P i;i , receives a message, it sends the message to both the next row and column processors. In one-to-many broadcasting, the processor, P i;j being reduced broadcasts a message to the corresponding row and column processors, P i; and P ;j simultaneously. F urther details of such message-passing methods will be discussed in the next section.
Matrix Partitioning and Mapping
Since message-passing multicomputers typically have no globally-shared memory, the data must be distributed among the processing nodes in some way. T ypically, data is distributed by r o ws if the computation is row-oriented, and by columns if it is column-oriented. For the reduction algorithms using similarity transformations, the matrix A must be updated by both premultiplying and postmultiplying an intermediate orthogonal matrix at each reduction step. Thus, the computations of the algorithm are both row-oriented and column-oriented, and hence parallelism of our algorithm stems from the computations along both row and column with processors con gured into a processor grid.
In our algorithm, an n n matrix is distributed into processors in block-scattered fashion, i.e. via N N blocks of equal size b, where N = n=b. Figure 3 illustrates the partitioning of a 48 48 matrix into 12 12 block submatrices with equal block size of 4 so that the partitioned block submatrices are mapped ont o a 4 4 processor grid.
In summary, the matrix mapping strategy is essentially a wrapping of the rows of the n n matrix A around the p processor rows, namely, P 1; , P 2; , : : : ,P p; or a wrapping of the columns of A around the q processor columns, namely, P ;1 , P ;2 , : : : ,P ;q . Hence, if the nodes of a p q (a) One-to-many broadcasting (b) One-to-one broadcasting using a unidirectional ring Figure 2 : The communication patterns for broadcasting on a 4 4 processor grid P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P Block Column J Block Row I P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P 
The Algorithm
Based on the matrix partitioning, mapping, and communication model described in the preceding sections, the algorithm applies both Householder re ectors and Givens rotations to reduce all odiagonal blocks at each step. The algorithm consists of two di erent phases: a QR factorization phase and a Givens phase. While the QR factorization phase is based on Householder re ectors to reduce each block in the current block column to upper-triangular form, the Givens phase uses Givens rotations to annihilate all elements of each triangularized block except for the main subdiagonal block.
Suppose that the jth block column is being reduced and i is the row index of a block submatrix in block column j. The processor that owns the block submatrix A ij h a s a r o w index of i mod p and a column index of j mod q. In the QR factorization phase, Householder re ectors are used to compute Q ij such that A ij = Q ij R ij . The o -diagonal blocks in the current block column are reduced to upper triangular form. This phase can be carried out locally by each processor without any global communication. The rest of the original matrix A is then updated by pre-and postmultiplication by Q ij . Once each processor computes an orthogonal matrix Q ij for each odiagonal block using Householder re ectors, it broadcasts Q ij to all processors on its processor row and on its corresponding processor column i. Figure 4 illustrates the subsequent matrix triangularization. Figure 5 depicts the message ows in this phase.
Throughout the Givens phase, all o -diagonal blocks except for the main subdiagonal block are annihilated. This phase applies a sequence of Givens rotations between two blocks for eliminating all elements of one block with the other block a s a p i v ot block. Figure 6 illustrates the process P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P In
Step 1 of the Givens phase local annihilation, each processor in the current column that owns all o -diagonal blocks annihilates all elements of its local o -diagonal blocks with its lowestnumbered local block as a pivot block. Once a sequence of Givens rotations for each o f t w o blocks is computed, it must be broadcast to all processors on its row and corresponding column for updating the rest of matrix. Hence, after this step, each processor has left only one local o -diagonal block with lowest-numbered index see Figure 7 .
In Step 2 of the Givens phase global annihilation, the lowest-numbered block o f e a c h processor on the current column is paired with that of other processor, and then one of two global blocks is annihilated by computing a sequence of Givens rotations with other block as a pivot block. This annihilation step requires all pairs of processors to participate in computing a sequence of Givens rotations between two paired blocks regardless of whether any computational work remains for a particular processor. This step requires communications between the paired processors for exchanging its whole row blocks. The step can be done recursively in log 2 p stages, where p is the number of processor rows see Figure 8 .
For convenience, we denote a pivoting processor" as a processor that owns a pivot block and a zeroing processor" as a processor that owns a block to be annihilated. The pivoting processor has a lower-numbered row block index than that of the zeroing processor; hence, only the pivoting processors at the previous stage participate in the next stage. At the beginning of each of log p stages, every processor is paired with the nearest neighboring processor that owns a nonzero block. Then, every processor exchanges its current local pivot block to the current paired processor. Both processors should compute the same sequence of Givens rotations to zero out one block. While one processor zeros out the received block with a pivot block as its own block, the other processor zeros out its own block with a pivot block as the received block. Between the two stages, both the pivoting and zeroing processors must broadcast a Givens sequence computed at the previous stage to the processors on its row and corresponding column of the processor grid. After log 2 p stages, only one triangular block i.e., the main subdiagonal block remains. Thus, the current block column is reduced to block upper-Hessenberg form. This process completes a reduction step of the algorithm and is repeated on the remaining unreduced block columns. A complete pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Figure 9 . In this section, we analyze the time complexity of both the arithmetic operations and the communications of our parallel algorithm. We denote t A as the arithmetic time complexity and t C as the communication time complexity. F or simplicity, w e ignore the extra communication cost required for pairs of processors to exchange the whole block column for a column update in Step 2 of the Givens phase in cases where a processor grid is not square.
First, we compute the computation and communication costs of each phase on the jth block column at each reduction step. Then, we sum over all block columns to get the complexity of the phase for the entire algorithm. Suppose that the dimension of the block matrix is N with block size of b and that the processor grid is p q. T h us, a processor has dN=pe row blocks and dN=qe column blocks. We assume that p divides N and q divides N.
Arithmetic Complexity
In the QR factorization phase, a processor on the jth block column computes N , j=p QR factorizations of the b b o -diagonal block submatrices. Row processors that must premultiply A by these transformations have N , j =p N , j=q blocks to update. Column processors that must postmultiply A have N=pN,j=q blocks to update. For each block, the arithmetic cost for the orthogonal factorization is 
Communication Complexity
The communication complexity of the QR factorization phase on the jth block column is dominated by the cost of broadcasting a transformation of each block matrix, A ij to all processors on the row and column. Suppose that is the communication startup cost and is the transmission time per oating-point n umber. In the store-and-forward mechanism, the message transfer time between two adjacent processors can be represented as +m , where m is the number of oating-point n umbers in the messages. If a message is delivered h hops away, the message transfer time can be roughly estimated as h +m . In the wormhole routing mechanism used in the Intel DELTA, the message transfer time is almost independent of the distance number of hops between processors 1 . In this case, if network contention is not considered, the message transfer time can be represented as +m regardless of the distance that a message has to traverse. In our analysis, for convenience, we 
Complexity Summary
The complexity of the algorithm is summarized in Table 1 . While the arithmetic cost of our algorithm remains unchanged once a processor grid is given, the communication cost dominates the total cost of the algorithm. Furthermore, the communication cost depends on how a message is broadcast to the row and column. For a rectangular processor grid, for example, the communication cost of the Givens phase is increased by the extra communications required for a column update in both Step 1 and Step 2. Based on our complexity analysis, Figure 10 shows the predicted timing results of the algorithm for the block size 25 on a 16 16 processor grid of the Intel DELTA a s t h e matrix size is varied between 5; 000 and 10; 000.
Implementations
The target architectures for our algorithm are message-passing multicomputers such as the Intel iPSC 860, the Intel DELTA, the TMC CM-5, the Cray T3D, and the Ncube nCUBE. A messagepassing multicomputer is a distributed-memory multiprocessor in which each memory module is physically associated with each processor. A point-to-point i n terprocessor communication network provides a mechanism for communication between processors. Several factors a ect the performance of the algorithm on such m ulticomputers. First, with block-scattered decomposition, the block size raises the issue of granularity in communication as well as in computation of the algorithm. Speci cally, as the block size increases, the number of computations and the size of a message to transfer also increase, while the number of communications to broadcast a message decreases. Second, an important aspect in the mapping technique is load balancing. Our algorithm maintains load balancing statically by wrapped mapping on both the row and column. Third, and most important, is the waiting time when messages are broadcast along the row and column simultaneously. This waiting time is a ected mostly by the broadcasting mechanisms that the machine's system software supplies.
In this section, we describe two di erent implementations of the algorithm on the Intel iPSC 860 and the DELTA: blocking and nonblocking. Blocking refers to the case when a processor receiving sending a message from to another processor must wait until the receiving sending process is complete; nonblocking refers to the case when receiving sending a message does not block the processor. These blocking and nonblocking mechanisms are often referred to as synchronous" and asynchronous" message passing, respectively. W e h a v e used the BLAS 8 and LAPACK routines for doing all basic block computations. No global combine operations among processors are required in the current implementations.
Communication routines on Intel machines
On Intel machines, a program running on one processor can send a message to and receive a message from another processor by calling two di erent sets of communication primitives provided by the operating system. The set for blocking calls comprises csend and crecv. The set for nonblocking calls comprises isend and irecv; the msgdone call is used to check whether an asynchronous operation has completed.
Synchronous Implementation
For our synchronous implementation, we use the BLACS Basic Linear Algebra Communication Subprograms communication library 6 . The BLACS are a linear algebra communication library written using communication primitives of message-passing multicomputers. The library provides portable, e cient, and modular high-level routines for manipulating and communicating data structures that are distributed among the memories of message-passing multicomputers. Also, it embeds several di erent communication topologies and supports various broadcasting schemes for processing nodes of multicomputers logically con gured as a rectangular mesh, or grid. 1 Our synchronous implementation contains three di erent v ersions: STREE, IRING, and DRING. Each of which depends on how a message is broadcast in a linear array o f r o w processors or column processors. IRING, DRING, and STREE, w ere implemented using broadcasting schemes that the BLACS supports: increasing ring, decreasing ring, and minimum spanning tree, respectively. Those broadcasting schemes require unidirectional ring topologies or linear arrays.
Seidel 11 has shown that in ring broadcasts such as increasing ring and decreasing ring, while the original sending processor is required to spend only the amount of time to send a message to the next processor, the last processor must waste p times as much as that of receiving and sending a message.
Minimum spanning tree broadcasting requires that p be an integer power of 2. This scheme takes log 2 p times as much as that of receiving and sending a message. Thus, the minimum spanning tree broadcasting consumes less waiting time than ring broadcasting. In addition, we use forcetyped messages for paired processors to exchange a whole block r o w with each other in the Givens
Step 2.
Asynchronous Implementation
Synchronous implementations could block further computations that are independent of incoming messages. The goal of an asynchronous implementation is to reduce the time wasted in waiting for incoming messages. 1 Note that the BLACS currently do not support nonblocking routines.
In the asynchronous implementation, a message is broadcast to all processors on the row and column simultaneously, without being send to intermediate nodes. This scheme has two principal disadvantages: it can cause network contentions, and the sending processor takes much more time than receiving processors. For this implementation, we m ust use the Intel nonblocking low-level communication primitives directly. Note that in order to maintain the ordering of computations for row updating and column updating, some data structures are used to manage queues for incoming messages received by each processor. Also, no force-typed messages are used.
Experimental Results
Our implementations were run and timed on both the Intel iPSC 860 and the DELTA. All test runs were performed in 64-bit arithmetic for random matrices with values between 0:0 and 1:0.
The asynchronous implementation performed better than the synchronous implementations on a rectangular processor grid, say 1 6 4. Figure 11 shows this performance improvement in cases where the number of processor rows is greater than that of processor columns. The explanation rests with the fact that for a rectangular processor grid p q, where p q , more parallelism is achieved along row computations, and the waiting time of broadcasting messages along rows is less in the asynchronous implementation than in the synchronous implementations. The synchronous implementations perform better on a square processor grid than on a rectangular processor grid, due to signi cant amount o f w aiting time or extra communication spent i n the Givens phase. Hence, all test runs were performed on the square processor grid of maximum size that the machines provide. On the iPSC 860, the processor grid 8 8 w as used for a matrix of order 6; 000. On the DELTA, the processor grid was 16 16 for a matrix of order 10; 000.
The asynchronous implementation was also run with identical matrices on the both machines for comparison purposes. All timings were performed for di erent block sizes to nd the best block size. Tables  2 and 3 of the Appendix. In these tables, Row" stands for row updating of blocks, Col" for column updating, QR" for computing QR factorization of blocks, Givens" for computing Givens rotations of blocks, and Bcast" for broadcasting messages to their corresponding row and column processors.
Conclusions
The performance results of the current implementations of our algorithm on the Intel iPSC 860 and DELTA are quite consistent, considering the distinct characteristics of both machines. We draw several conclusions from these results:
The STREE code performs better than any of the other synchronous codes on the both machines, even though the DELTA has a mesh architecture. The asynchronous implementation performs best among implementations. This superior performance stems from less waiting time because of nonblocking communications.
The most important factor limiting the performance of the synchronous implementation is blocking receiving processors. Speci cally, the receiving processors spend most of their time waiting for messages transformation matrices from row and column processors. Furthermore, once messages are received, all blocks on the corresponding row and column are updated synchronously. T h us, synchronous communications limit the performance. Premultiplication row updating is much slower than postmultiplication column updating, even without any communications. Furthermore, the ratio of premultiplication versus postmultiplication is improved and both premultiplication and postmultiplication are faster as the block size becomes larger; however, communication becomes slower for larger block size choices. The timing ratio of row updating versus column updating the in Givens phase is larger than that in the QR-factorization phase. This may be due to di erences in memory access patterns and possible cache misses when blocks are accessed for updating in the Givens phase. The best block size for our current implementations is between 20 and 30.
Future Work
The reduction to Hessenberg form inherently requires very large numbers of computations of 10 3 n 3 ops for nn matrices. In our parallel algorithm, the computation cost still dominates the total cost of the algorithm, and the communication cost is inexpensive. Thus, there is a tradeo between the improved performance possible by using more number of processors and the degradation resulting from more communications. In view of the overhead of managing some data structures for handing asynchronous sends and receives, one might explore the use of hsend and hrecv. These Intel routines behave like i n terrupt handlers, invoking a routine speci ed as arguments when a program running on a processor receives an incoming message. To use them, however, we need to use large common blocks in Fortran to handle asynchronous message passing.
Another area for research is load balancing. When the block size is large, wrap-mapping in a round-robin fashion is not optimal. A mapping created by wrapping processors on the row and column alternately in reverse order would be better.
Finally, w e e n vision this algorithm as a highly parallel algorithm for massive parallel multicomputers with more than one-thousand processing nodes, such as the Intel Paragon, or on message-passing multicomputers with smaller communication latency. 
